
ESSAY QUESTIONS FOR A LESSON BEFORE DYING

However, he is able to do the right thing when Grant is not, bringing news of Jefferson's execution date to Miss Emma,
and witnessing the execution while Grant teaches school. Why does Gaines make Jefferson's writing style so different
from Grant's? Discuss the role of food in A.

It can be anyone like you or me. A Lesson Before Dying is concerned with obligation and commitment. You
may want to have students base their answers on an argument or an idea, such as whether or not a character
should have taken action or what the most important theme is. Every good author has certain characteristics
about their writing that makes them unique and special. After a little, Jefferson starts to open up to Grant, and
they become friends. Unlike Grant, who understands most of what he sees, Jefferson often does not grasp the
meaning of what is going on around him. Given these obligations, there results both a need and a desire to
complete certain tasks for other individuals, for a community, or even for a higher power. Pichot is an
excellent example. Blacks were oppressed in many ways including having unreachable requirements to vote,
such regulations included literacy tests, poll taxes, and elaborate registration systems, but it only started there.
This reliance or commitment is in the form of friends, family, or even tangible possessions; however, humans
sometimes have to fulfill deeds for others instead of continually thinking of themselves. However, Vivian is
also mulatto and she is kind, beautiful, and well-liked by people of every race. At the beginning of the novel,
Grant is a very apathetic teacher who believes that he cannot make any difference in his students' miserable
lives. Joan Baez. What do you teach a man condemned to die? Readers see one such alliance in the
relationship of Henry Pichot and Emma Glenn. Gaines is an excellent novel. His novel A Lesson Before
Dying is a powerful look at the society he grew up in and the issues it faced. However, he ultimately possesses
a kind of strength that Grant lacks, and is a demonstration of how religion can help people survive adverse
circumstances. In this sense, the past is a burden. How has faith served African-Americans as a source of
personal empowerment and an axis of communal resistance? In effect, Jefferson is dying for the sins of
Brother and Bear, as Jesus, in his story, dies for the sins of the people. Who learned it? Gaines novel A Lesson
Before Dying, a young African-American man named Jefferson is caught in the middle of a liquor shootout,
and, as the only survivor, is convicted of murder and sentenced to death. Is there a futility that we succumb to
when we accept the judgment of men? Ernest J. Gaines has said that listening to the blues and jazz "has had as
much of an impact on my writing as the works of other writers. Could the word justice suffice? What is
Gaines telling us about the church as an institution with this character? He waits for his trial and his sentence;
he waits to find out when the execution will take place; and then he waits for that day. He is trying to define
and understand the concept of what it means A Lesson before Dying by Ernest J. The inclusion of the Joyce
story adds a literary dimension to Grant's discussion of the sports heroes Jackie Robinson and Joe Louis. In
Ernest J.


